
Imperial Chambers of the Princes Details

PID : 146

Price : 40 USD

Bedrooms : 9

Sleeps : 18

Baths : 9

Country : India

Region : Rajasthan

Town : Udaipur

Description

Nine luxurious Princely Chambers with ensuite bathrooms overlooking world famous lake Fateh

Sagar.

In the Historical City of Lakes,White Palaces, Rose and Royal maids Garden, on the shores of the

Lake Fateh Sagar, where waves sings the rhapsody of solace and eternity.  

PANNA VILAS is mystically placed. 

 

The Road so defiantly called the RANI ROAD or Queens Road from where only the Royal

Chamber Ladies, once, could pass to enjoy the loneliness and ever enchanting beauty of the lake

Fateh Sagar. 

 

A candid venture of  first generation  in Hospitality industry is PANNA VILAS  

 

A well appointed Eight Princely Chambers each named after the vibrant Colors as per VASTU the

Vedic Science of Building to give the Occupants maximum peace and comforts.  

 

Each chamber walls are adorns with original black & white photographs of the Kings and Queens,

the said Blue Bloods, from the era of the British Raj ranging from Portraits to Hunts   Shikars,

Imperial Durbars and Processions. 

 

Colonial Furniture to match the displays fitted, to uplift your mood with all modern toilets and other

international facilities. 

 

A complete solution for your lifestyle comfortable stay is available.  

 

Run by the family of Royal Armourers to the Erstwhile Maharana s of Udaipur, spent generations

in dealing and collecting Art Object, Antiquity and Arms and Armour. 

The Parihars originated from the historical site of Mandore near Jodhpur a site designated to be

'Wonder of Rajasthan' and is a United Nations  World Heritage Site.  

 

 

The Family has Exotic taste and Attitude to drench your thirsts for comforts and appetite under

their watchful presence to make you feel at home. 

 

Peaceful atmosphere, away from the daily chores of life, to rejuvenate the Body, Mind and Soul,

feel the waves of Lake Fateh Sagar touching your feet and winds whispering from the Monsoon

Palace. 

 

Panna Vilas - a multi activity zone to improve your business trip and holidays alike. 

 

A Net Savvy has internet to play with, so a Cool Traveler has a long chairs to relax on, an

information seeker can get references in subjects of interest from the rich collection of books, so

one can peep into the collection of Art and Artifacts collection of the Family. 

 

Relax in sun which is ample or make your mood on the terrace with Lake Fateh Sagar s panoramic

view. Ask the owner for Bar-Be-Que specialties and many more such activities to keep you

occupied.  

 

An Art Gallery of a Sculptor Bhupesh Kavadia can enrich your collections and many such large

and small wonders await you  without disturbing your peace at the Panna Vilas Complex.  

Rental Conditions

Property owner



Address : Panna Vilas, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India

Prices

Low season : 40   USD

Normal : 40 USD

High season :   40 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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